Fairlawn, VA – BAI Information Security is pleased to announce the launch of a new eMASS eSSENTIALS web-based simulator which was built directly off of actual eMASS and has the same user interface and user experience. BAI recognizes that eMASS is a stumbling block for many new RMF practitioners. To mitigate these challenges, our instructional designers felt the creation of an eMASS sandbox environment where students could practice working in eMASS without being scared to submit incorrect data or follow the correct procedures would be highly beneficial!

Some facts about our new eMASS Simulator:

- No CAC required
- Live hands on cloud-based eMASS simulation environment
- The simulator will be available to all students who attend BAI’s one-day eMASS eSSENTIALS training course
- The eMASS Simulator provides guidance and the capability for the most used eMASS functions including:
  - System Registration
  - Security Controls and Test Results
  - Artifacts
  - Asset Manager
  - Plan of Action & Milestones (POA&M)

BAI is offering eMASS eSSENTIALS on a regularly-scheduled basis in an online, instructor-led format, using our Online Personal Classroom™ technology as well as in-person at select locations throughout the United States. The cost is $750 per student. The class is also available to private groups of at least 8 students within a company or agency, with significant savings based on class size.

About BAI

BAI Information Security is a trusted provider of training and consulting services to the Department of Defense and other federal agencies, along with their supporting contractors and vendors. BAI’s core training curriculum is based on the Risk Management Framework (RMF), initially developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and now implemented throughout the Department of Defense, Federal departments/agencies, and the Intelligence Community. To date, BAI has trained thousands of students internationally on RMF and related processes, and has provided consulting services to numerous government agencies and Fortune 500 companies. Founded in 1974, BAI is headquartered in Fairlawn, Virginia.

For more information, please visit: www.rmf.org, or contact Alice Steger, Director of Marketing, at 1-800-RMF-1903 X106.